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Abstract
The purpose of this paper was to examine the presence of scholarly book publishers on
Twitter, and tweets about books in 10 SSH disciplines (2014-2018). This included time of
tweet relative to the book's publication date and time span of twitter activity. We also
investigated the 'categories of conversation' in publisher tweets, with a focus on hashtags and
@-mentions. Data collection involved matching 15,454 unique book titles from the BKCIWeb of Science with tweets retrieved from Altmetrics.com, using ISBNs. This led to a
working dataset of n=6,258 books (41%), which had received at least one tweet. Our analyses
show that scholarly publishers have been using Twitter more and more over a five year
period, especially commerical publishers. Commercial publishers are more likely than
university presses to have multiple Twitter accounts. Both, though mainly commercial
publishers, are active at targeting the Twitter accounts of book authors, book editors, other
individuals and universities/institutions /organisations. Whilst re-tweets do not often follow
first, or 'initiator' tweets made by publishers, publisher engagement in general corresponds
significantly with other Tweets, and contributes to keeping the book active for a longer
period on Twitter. Publishers play a key role as promotional agents, particularly when a
scholarly title is part of a special offer, relevant to a conference, event, or special calendar
date, when an author is a prize winner, or, if author-agreements have been made in regards to
open access book chapters.
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1. Introduction
Twitter is one of few social media platforms to attract scholars. Depending on the research
discipline it is estimated that between 1% to 5% of scholars indexed on Web of Science are
users (Costas et al., 2017). Twitter accounts are also said to be good for academic careers:
they do not depend solely anymore on published outputs, peer review, citations and citationbased indicators. According to Haustein (2019), "university managers and funders now also
want to know how researchers perform on social media and how much their work has
impacted society at large" (p. 729). In effect, there has been a growing body of research
pertaining to social media (Sugimoto et al., 2017); many of which are about scholars and
tweets, communities of scholars on Twitter, and their research articles (e.g., Bowman, 2015;
Costas et al., 2017; Darling et al., 2013l; Didegah et al., 2016; Haustein et al., 2014; Haustein
et al., 2015; Ke et al., 2017; Robinson-Garcia et al., 2017).
In this study, we will focus on another type of document – i.e., the scholarly book – and
investigate book publishers as Twitter users. Publishers are as much a part of the scholarly
communication continuum as scholars; both have strategic stakeholder positions in terms of
publicity. Just as a scholar's reputation depends on social media to increase the visibility of
her book, so too does the reputation of the publisher who printed that book. The core business
of a scholarly publisher is to promote its 'products' to targeted communities and to thrive
economically.
However, little is known about publishers on social media, or more specifically their role as
publicity agents on Twitter. By observing patterns linked to this role, it may be possible to
further untangle how much impact/influence rests with a book's topic, the reputation of an
author, the prestige of a publisher, the marketing approach of a publisher, or a combination of
all factors. At the moment Peformance-Based Funding Systems in certain countries only
recognize publishers on the basis of 'level ratings (see Zuccala et al., 2021, in press). There is
a need to know also what they accomplish via social media, thus our objective is to
investigate following:
a) The extent to which scholarly book publishers are present and active on Twitter (i.e., both
commerical and university presses)
b) Scholarly publishers tweets about books in different SSH fields
c) The time delay from a book's publication date to first mention and time span of Twitter
activity surrounding the book
d) Publishers as tweet initiators (i.e., first to tweet about a book) and how this relates to retweets, and
e) The content and categories of 'conversation' in publisher tweets about books based on at
(@) and hashtag(#) use.
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Background Literature
Scholars and journal articles on Twitter
As a social media tool, Twitter is said be 'over-represented' in academia (Larivière & Alperin,
12 July 2018; Tsou et al., 2015), but the majority of research points to findings about scholars
and journal articles rather than books and/or book publishers. Studies pertaining to articles
show that biomedicine is a popular subject of interest on Twitter, that biochemists’ tweet
about their articles more than researchers in other disciplines, and that scholars from the
digital humanities use Twitter primarily for 'conversations' (Fang et al., 2020; Haustein et al.,
2013; Holmberg & Thelwall, 2014).
According to Boyd et al. (2010), a 'conversation' on Twitter generally occurs when users
make one or more re-tweet(s). Whilst a re-tweet might appear to be just "an act of copying
and re-broadcasting", it actually signals a "public interplay of voices that give rise to an
emotional sense of a shared conversational context." Sometimes certain research articles
receive more tweets and re-tweets than others, and this can be because of: a) the high quality
of the publication channel, b) the authors (i.e., known as top researchers), and c) the appeal
and novelty of the subject (Holmberg & Vainio, 2018).
Twitter and the DOI problem with books
Compared to journal articles, books represent a lower percentage of what is indexed on social
media. Prior to the development of data providers like Altmetrics.com and PlumX, a search
for full or partial book titles had to be carried out manually via individual platforms
(Hammarfelt, 2014).
Today, Altmetric.com allows researchers to find mentions to all kinds of research outputs,
including books, book chapters, and even datasets. Torres-Salinas et al. (2018) examined
these outputs, and found that only 5 percent were to books, followed by 2.3 percent to book
chapters. Percentages have been low, because Altmetric.com traces ‘mentions’ via Digital
Object Identifiers (DOI). DOI's are strongly associated with articles, but less frequently
applied to monographs/books. A similar, if not complementary problem is that few DOI's
have been recorded for books on commercial citation indexes (Scopus and Web of Science)
as well (Gorraiz et al., 2016). If a DOI is not available, it is possible to trace social media
mentions to a book using its title, or even a hyperlink to its publisher webpage (TorresSalinas et al. (2018). Books also have on or more ISBNs, and sometimes this identifier is
used as a tracking agent (Kousha et al., 2017; Zuccala & Cornacchia, 2016).
At Altmetric.com, Konkiel and Adie (2018) state that "as of July 2018, [this platform] has
tracked attention for more than 829,000 books and 80,000 book chapters across a wide range
of subjects" (p. 2). Similar to journal articles, statistics show that "more than 70 of [mentions
to books] occur on Twitter" (p. 3). And, with regards to all publishers and presses - i.e.,
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4,055 of which have been discussed online - Oxford University Press and Routledge tend to
receive the most attention. Earlier research pertaining to scholarly publisher rankings show
that these two are amonst the most prominant, if not economically viable publishing houses
(Zuccala et al. 2014). In the publishing world, there is a strong concentration of book
publishers (Guns, 2018), just as there is an oligopoly of journal publishers (Larivière et al.
2015).
Twitter use by publishers
To date, only two studies have focused on the use of Twitter by publishers. The first is Zedda
and Barbaro's (2015) study concerning a small sample of 76 journal publishers active in the
disciplines of Science, Technology and Medicine (STM). Here, "virtually every publisher
that was analyzed had been experimenting with social media in order to create a closer
relationship between them and their audience" (p. 10). Most showed a preference for easy to
manage tools, thus 89% had set up a Twitter account, and 80% adopted a Facebook page.
The second study by Thoring (2011) examined 194 UK-based trade publishers on Twitter: 5
that were large, 18 medium-sized, and 171 small. Trade publishers differ from scholarly
presses, but sometimes publish educational material for schools, colleges and/or universities
(e.g., The Balance Careers, 2019). Given that scholarly presses have been virtually ignored,
most of the 'hype' surrounding Twitter's use for marketing purposes has been targeted
towards trade book industry (Abbot, 2009 March 30). According to Thoring, trade publishers
use Twitter for informing "followers about previews, pre-orders, book trailers and incidents
relating to a book or to recommend titles" (p. 154). Whilst most of the tweets "contained
hyperlinks", she was unable to observe any " dominant type of [Twitter led] destination" (p.
154). On the positive side, Twitter "introduces an unparalleled opportunity [for trade
publishers] to interact with existing and potential customers", but from a marketing
perspective, the "level of noise is incredibly high and constitutes a challenge" (p. 144).
Despite so little research, there is still no evidence to suggest that scholarly publishers
/university presses are not interested in Twitter. In fact, they do have Twitter accounts (as we
show clearly in this study). Researchers have simply focused more on Twitter mentions to
individual books, rather than mentions from publishers (e.g., Hammarfelt, 2014; TorresSalinas et al., 2017; Torres-Salinas et al., 2018).
Publishers and book 'quality'
Few publishers can be as influential as the ‘Oxford’ and ‘Routledge’ groups, and most differ
in terms of editorial quality, peer review procedures, and specialization (Giménez-Toledo et
al., 2015; Mannana-Rodriguez & Giménez-Toledo, 2018). Yet, the notion of what makes a
'good' or 'reputable' publisher remains constant in the minds of research evaluation
specialists.
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For some evaluation scholars, one solution has been to introduce peer review labels in books
(Kulczycki et al., 2019; Verleysen & Engels, 2014). In some countries publishers are also
rated and added to lists. The overall purpose of publisher lists is not only to stimulate book
publishing, but to increase the average quality of outputs in performance-based research
systems (PRFS). For example, the lists of Norway, Denmark and Finland assign individual
publishers/presses to levels, ranging from 0 to 3. Each level leads to a corresponding PRFS
point. A collection of points, later converts to funding, and eventually this funding is
distributed at an institutional level. Recently, research has shown that the choice of
publisher, even when rated highly (level 2) does not necessarily guarantee a book's
international visibility or impact (Zuccala et al., 2021, in press) A specific book may or may
not receive attention due to a variety of factors, including its subject matter.
Publishers as distribution and publicity centers
Given the predominance of scholarly communication via social media, more consideration is
needed regarding the Twitter activity of publishers. Research has already focused on
publishers' distribution effect and the 'cultural presence' of their books via WorldCat library
holdings (Torres-Salinas et al., 2009, White et al., 2009; White & Zuccala, 2018; Zuccala et
al., 2020, forthcoming). With Twitter it makes sense to identify and ascertain the publisher's
role as publicity agent.
Here, we ackowledge PRFS's because they are the current state-of-the-art in regards to
national book assessments/evaluations. Despite past work concerning the WoS Book
Citation Index, Scopus, Google Scholar, book review platforms (i.e., Goodreads/Amazon),
and the development of potential book indicators, specialists remain hesitant to make use of
citations or social media mentions in current evaluation systems (see Zuccala and RobinsonGarcia's 2019 review chapter). There are two reasons for this. The first is that national
databases often do not index the same book content as commerical databases. The second is
that the emphasis thus far has been on publisher lists with ratings or level assignments,
including a relatively new call for the development of an international publisher registry
(ENRESSH, 2019; Gimenez-Toledo et al., 2019). Changes within various types of
evaluation systems are always possible, but this depend primarily on exploring the
accessiblity, reliability, and practicality of using data platforms, as we do here with Twitter.

2. Method
2.1 Data Collection
Publication and citation data were collected from Clarivate Analytics’ Web of Science. Part
of the Web of Science (WoS) Core Collection is the Book Citation Index (BKCI), which was
designed specifically for scholarly monographs, edited books, as well as technical books.
Annually, this database indexes 10,000 new book titles each year.
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Data were obtained from the Web of Science in April of 2019 by employing the advanced
search string: (PY= (2014-2018) AND Language=(English) AND Document Types=(book)).
Our initial dataset consisted of 38,952 books. From this set, we then refined the retrieved
book titles according to Social Sciences and Humanities (SSH) fields with the top record
counts. These fields included Political science (2,920), History (2,824), Education (2,519),
Economics (1,723), Religion (1,678) Law (1,611), Literary theory & criticism (1,527),
Philosophy (1,341), Sociology (1,279) and International relations (1,269). This led to a
dataset consisting of 18,691 titles. Note that some of the titles were indexed with more than
one discipline, so in the disciplinary-based analyses we include the title in each of its
associated categories.
For each book, we retrieved the following: the title, associated discipline, times cited, an
International Standard Book Number (ISBN), a Digital Object Identifier (DOI), publisher
name, and publication date. Also, many of the publisher names were normalized if slightly
different variants had been recorded. Often these variants are a function of the publisher’s
head office location. For instance, Springer can be indexed as Springer-Verlag Berlin,
Springer-Verlag Tokyo, or Springer Publishing.
Altmetric.com was chosen as the data source for retrieving the tweets. It is currently the most
comprehensive source of social media data for scientific publications: more than 91% of
Altmetric.com mentions come from Twitter (Hassan et al., 2017) Altmetric.com captures
tweets to scholarly publications by tracking a Digital Object Identifier (DOI) or International
Standard Book Number (ISBN), though the information one obtains from a tweet is not
always comprehensive. Sometimes the tweet content does not include a DOI, ISBN, or, a
link to the publication’s website. Twitter statistics, starting with our initial set of 18,691 book
titles were collected up to and including the date of May 19, 2019.
To determine a link between WoS and Altmetric.com, we used both the Digital Object
Identifier (DOI) and the International Standard Book Number (ISBN). We found that only a
moderate proportion of books were indexed with a DOI (43%), with a higher percentage with
an ISBN (99%). For this reason, we used the International Standard Book Number (ISBN) as
the primary link between the two data sources, and built a merged dataset for identifying
BKCI book titles that have or have not been mentioned on Twitter.
The number of unique book titles was 15,454. From this number, 41% (n=6,258) had
received at least one tweet. Since each book has potential to receive a tweet at any point in
time, we chose to leave missing values in our dataset rather than set them as 0. The count of
tweets per book ranged from 1 to 1,401, and for the books with at least one tweet, there was
an average of approximately 11.21 tweets per book. The citation rates were almost equal to
the tweets, with 40.5% of the titles (n=6,257) having received at least one citation.
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Table 1. Books by discipline, and coverage by DOI, ISBN, Citations and Tweets.
N
Duplicate
Titles

N
Unique
Titles

Indexed
with
an ISBN

Indexed
with
a DOI

Cited
Titles

Tweeted
Titles

(Duplicates = Indexed in
more than one discipline)

18,691

15,454

15,432

6,689

6,257

6,258

Political science
History
Education
Economics
Religion
Law
Literary theory & criticism
Philosophy
Sociology
International relations

2,920
2,824
2,519
1,723
1,678
1,611
1,527
1,341
1,279
1,269

2,866
2,489
2,422
1,302
1,313
1,311
1,454
978
943
376

99%
100%
99%
100%
99%
100%
100%
99%
99%
100%

45%
36%
43%
58%
36%
48%
40%
43%
43%
45%

46%
47%
31%
36%
40%
37%
44%
38%
41%
40%

48%
39%
42%
43%
28%
33%
35%
43%
50%
47%

2.2. Data Processing
Our exploration of publisher Twitter activity began with the development of a systematic
framework for processing and demarcating all tweets (see Figure 1).
The first step was to determine if the publishers from the BKCI dataset have an official
Twitter account. We began by locating publishers' official websites, and exploring the
existence of an account there. What we found is that some publishing industry giants often
have multiple Twitter accounts. These may be set up for different disciplines or research
fields in order to facilitate news or achieve a more targeted promotional effect. In some
cases, the suffix of the Twitter account adds this information. Table 2 presents one example
for the international academic trade publisher, Palgrave Macmillan.
Table 2. Palgrave Macmillan’s Twitter accounts
General Twitter
Account
@Palgrave
@PalgraveJournal
@PalgraveLibrary

Twitter -Business,
Economics and
Finance
@PalgraveBiz
@PalgraveEcon
@PalgraveFinance

Twitter -Humanities

Twitter -Social
Sciences

@PalgraveCultMed
@PalgravePhil
@PalgraveHistory
@Palgrave_Ling
@PalgraveLit
@PalgraveTheatre

@PalgraveCrim
@PalgraveEducate
@palmacpolitics
@PalgravePsych
@PalgraveSoc
@PalgraveGeoEnvi
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Figure 1. Framework for processing tweets
We also searched for publisher accounts by name directly on Twitter. When an account was
found, we examined its introduction and recorded both its number of followers, and whether
or not the account was attributed to an official publisher homepage. The main drawback to a
manual approach is that it is time consuming and requires some judgement on the part of the
researcher. However, both a website and Twitter account searches were necessary in order to
ensure the accuracy of our data.
After identifying the publisher accounts, we classified publisher tweets as either an original
tweet or re-tweet depend on the appearance of the initials 'RT' as the first two characters.
Some tweets were also flagged as initiator tweets (Y=Yes), as well as those that were not
(N=No). Initiator tweets were established by examining both the date of the book's
publication, and the date associated with the Twitter account that was first to tweet. Note that
the date of a tweet provided by Altmetric.com is only accurate in terms of a full day. Thus
when we compared a tweet from different accounts - i.e., whether it was a publisher, or
another account - the default was given to a publisher, since we could only accurately
determine who initiated publicity for the book by the day, and not by hour or minute. For all
publisher accounts that had made either an original tweet or re-tweet, we also created a
record of the tweet's general content, that is, whether or not it had included the title of the
book, a DOI, ISBN or link to the publisher webpage.
Data pertaining to the date when a book was published, and time to its 'first tweet' were
collected, as well as a count of days between the first tweet and last tweet. This was used
specifically for a 'time delay' analysis, as well as a 'time span' analysis. When measuring 'time
8
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delay', we used the date publishers had made their first tweet relative to the date of the book's
publication. For the time span analysis, we calculated the number of days that a book title
received attention on Twitter (including tweets and re-tweets), from the day of a first tweet,
up to and including the day of the last tweet.
Another feature under investigation was the degree and categories of interaction used within
a tweet. For this, we counted and recorded all instances where a tweet contained an at “@”
symbol or hashtag “#” symbol. Twitter users that address other users with @mentions or
@replies, signal interaction on an interpersonal level (Alperin et al. 2019). weets with
keywords followed by the hashtag ‘#’ symbol function as a system of categorization, and
facilitate connections between users interested in the same topics (Bruns & Moe, 2014;
Haustein, 2016). Both types of symbols have previously been interpreted as a potential
communication between Twitter users (Didegah et al. 2018).
An interpretation of all @-mentions used by publishers requires some knowledge of the
targeted individuals or groups. If the target is not familiar it is necessary to search for its
Twitter account. For example, in the following tweet, the University of Chicago Press
mentions @Guttmacher in relation to a specific chapter from one of its books. By searching
both the target Twitter account, and the web, we can find that the Guttmacher Institute is a
research organization in the United States committed to the study, education and
advancement of sexual and reproductive health rights.
•

@Guttmacher: we think you'd like to read Passing National Abortion Law in
#progressive agenda book '16 for Sixteen' https://t.co/YQh5EXAlKv

The interpretation of hashtag use by publishers tends to be less search intensive given that
hashtags often reflect topics and general knowledge areas.However, hashtags can also be
used for anything from acronyms to names of famous individuals, or to calendar events, as in
the example below, where a publisher tweet refers to International Women's Day in 2019:
•

Jennifer Aston, author of Female #Entrepreneurship in Nineteenth-Century England:
Engagement in the Urban Economy, writes about the importance of documenting
women's #economichistory #InternationalWomensDay2019 https://t.co/aQD97yIAOQ

3. Results
Publisher presence and activity on Twitter
Table 3 indicates the total number of book publishers from the original BKCI dataset of book
titles (N=188 publishers; 15,454 unique book titles). We have reduced this set to N=80
publishers with more than ten (>10) books from 2014 to 2018. With this threshold, we can
focus the Twitter account information for publishers with the most book titles indexed in the
BKCI, including those who were most active on Twitter. 77% with a Twitter presence were
9
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commercial publishers and 91% were university presses. We also found that most university
presses have a single Twitter account (96%), whilst approximately one-third (32%) of the
commercial publishers have multiple accounts.
Table 3. Twitter presence of book publishers.
Unique N in
N>10 book
Original BKCI titles indexed
Dataset
in BKCI

Type of
publisher

Twitter
Presence

Single
Twitter
Account

Multiple
Twitter
Accounts

Commercial

104

44

34/44
(77%)

23/34
(67%)

11/34
(32%)

University press

63

35

32/35
(91%)

30/32
(96%)

1/32
(3%)

Other (e.g., Learned
Societies; Institutes;
The World Bank)

21

1

N=188

N=80

Figure 2, provides an overall comparison of Twitter activity for both Commercial Publishers
and University presses that have made at least one Tweet. Commercial publishers have been
by far the most active on Twitter, and part of this may be the approach that some have taken
in terms of developing special topic Twitter accounts (as shown in Table 3).

Figure 2. Sum of Tweets per book publication year and publisher type.
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Tweet frequencies by publication year and by discipline
Figure 3 presents the year-to-year variability in new book titles published and indexed in the
BKCI-Web of Science (2014-2018). Note that many books with a publication date of 2018
may not have been indexed at the time of our data collection. This sudden drop in count is
most likely a database effect, since we do not know if less books were actually published in
the year 2018. Nevertheless, a growth trend related to tweets is present in the graph.
The # of books refers to books from our dataset that have not received tweets including a
small proportion of those that have received one or more tweets. The % of books refers to
the proportion of books receiving one or more tweets, including the % of tweets made by
distinctly by publishers. Books in general have been receiving more mentions on Twitter
over time, with a significant increase in publisher, up to 2016. In 2014 only 18% of tweets
were made by publishers, but this percentage increased to 34% by 2018.

Figure 3. Book's indexed in WoS per year, with % total tweets and % tweets by publishers.
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Figure 4. Books per WoS discipline, with % of Tweets and % of Tweets by Publisher

Figure 4 presents the books indexed and categorized per BKCI-WoS discipline. The
columns indicate the total count of titles, including the small proportion that received at least
one tweet. The lower dashed line indicates the % books tweeted by publishers and the line at
the top indicates the % books with one or more tweets overall.
The largest proportion of tweets overall were for books published in the WoS disciplines of
International Relations (55%), Sociology (52%), Philosophy (47%) and Political Science
(47%). The books that received the most publisher tweets were from the field of Education
(17%), Sociology (17%) and Economics (16%).

Publisher type and book discipline
Table 4 shows the top 10 book publishers ranked by the total number of books titles tweeted
across five years. Each publisher has tweeted at least once per book, for a range of 16 (MIT
Press) to 651 (Palgrave) books indexed in the BKCI. The most active Twitter accounts are
from Palgrave (n=651 books mentioned), Springer (n=555 books mentioned) and Routledge
(n=443 books mentioned). However, when we include a cross-tabulation of the book
disciplines, certain patterns appear.
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Table 4. Book publishers classified as C (Commerical) or U (University Press) and ranked in
terms of highest Twitter activity (2014-2018), with % tweets per field. (Field Abbreviations:
Economics, Education, History, International Relations, Law, Literary Theory & Criticism,
Philosophy, Political Science, Religion, and Sociology).

Palgrave (C)

Springer (C)

N Books
%Tweets

Eco.

Edu.

Hist.

Int.
Rel.

Law

Lit.

Phil.

Pol.

Rel.

Soc.

N

167

129

262

119

38

210

73

348

92

180

%

13%

9%

22%

5%

2%

17%

4%

13%

6%

10%

N

352

491

84

116

198

27

212

163

62

88

%

8%

42%

7%

5%

7%

3%

13%

8%

3%

5%

N

436

647

530

461

409

237

276

951

349

441

%

5%

21%

6%

11%

5%

4%

8%

23%

3%

14%

N

124

19

2

58

157

2

77

3

12

9

%

21%

3%

0%

13%

39%

0%

1%

21%

1%

3%

N

79

38

268

84

225

136

102

217

102

33

%

11%

0%

21%

6%

18%

21%

2%

9%

5%

7%

N

8

7

75

8

4

23

46

50

39

20

%

4%

4%

23%

1%

0%

10%

13%

22%

12%

11%

N

1

3

16

4

5

18

3

32

5

1

%

0%

4%

20%

2%

2%

22%

2%

37%

9%

2%

N

2

3

63

3

1

4

1

11

32

33

%

0%

0%

8%

4%

0%

8%

0%

21%

13%

46%

N

1

28

33

4

3

21

3

17

7

4

%

0%

44%

19%

6%

0%

13%

0%

13%

6%

0%

N

32

15

10

4

8

3

41

16

2

3

%

44%

6%

0%

0%

6%

0%

19%

25%

0%

0%

Routledge (C)

Edward Elgar (C)

Cambridge UP (U)

Princeton UP (U)

U. Michigan P. (U)

U. California P. (U)

Johns Hopkins (U)

MIT Press (U)

Palgrave and Routledge have been mentioning books across all research fields, whilst the
Twitter account(s) from both Springer and Johns Hopkins University Press have primarily
mentioned books from the field of Education (42% and 44% respectively). A similar pattern
can be seen with Edward Elgar Publishing, where mentions to Law books are highest (39%)
and with the MIT Press, which shows a high concenteration of tweets (44%) to its books in
Economics.
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Time to first publisher tweet and timespan of tweets
Figure 5 shows the percentage of tweets made according to each discipline: a) before a
book's official publication date, b) on the same day as the publication date, and c) after the
publication date. Here we see that the majority of tweets made by a publisher for the first
time (as original tweet, or re-tweet) have occurred after the book's publishing date, but some
had also been made before publication.
The appearance and interpretation of pre-publication tweets is related to a few different
factors. One concerns the mention of a book when it is online as open access content before
it becomes a print publication. Another relates to the way that Altmetric.com extracts and
uses publication dates from CrossRef. Here we had to observe this carefully, because often
only the month and date are recorded in CrossRef. The third issue pertains to what the
publisher considers to be an effective promotion strategy, and as we can see with publishers
linked to specific disciplines, there can be an impetus to promote a title quite early (e.g. in
Law, Economics, and Education).

Figure 5. Proportion of publisher tweets based on time of book publication.

For example, in 2015, Edward Elgar Publishing promoted a book titled Economic Methods
for Lawyers by informing Twitter users about an early free chapter download, ahead of the
book's official publication date: "Free chapter download 'Economic methods & legal
reasoning' @etowfigh / Niels Petersen https://t.co/wB7LZGxP8z https://t.co/1iCn4VFzDr".
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A second example concerns a tweet made by the author E. Freer for a 2018 publication titled
Social Mobility and the Legal Profession: The Case of Professional Associations and Access
to the English Bar. Here the author tweets about reading the proof copies of his/her book,
and this was then re-tweeted by Routledge:
•

RT @eaofreer: Very excited that for Christmas @RoutledgeLaw have sent me the proofs
of my book. Better get reading, now it officially exist….

With Palgrave publishing we also found a case where a tweet was made early in order to
attract pre-orders of the book:
•

Pre-order 'A Transnational History of the Australian Animal Movement, 1970-2015' for
#WorldAnimalDay https://t.co/dhTFTJdbxY @GonzVillanueva https://t.co/H4sso6M1pv.

Yet another early tweet had been made by Cambridge University press to alert Twitter users
to a TV program showing preliminary coverage of the topic:
•

Following Macnicol's talk on Neoliberalising Old Age, tonight Paul Wallace discusses
The Euro Experiment: https://t.co/aJgCxKMhBh #cfi2015

For our time span analysis, our finding was that if a publisher was involved in or engaged
with Tweets about a book, it remained 'active' as a topic of interest on Twitter for a longer
time period than when the publisher was not involved (see Figure 6). Note that the average
number of tweet days where publisher engagement was present was 310, whilst for the
tweeted books with no publisher engagement the average was lower at 208.

Figure 6. Boxplots for time span with publisher engagement versus no engagement.
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There are different reasons as to why a tweet is made soon after its publication date, versus
many days or months after. For instance, usually within the first seven days after a title's
publication, a publisher will tweet about a book to alert potential readers:
•

New! Research Handbook on the History of #Corporate and #Company #Law is out now.
https://t.co/gjs3LCZ8gL The book is edited by @templelaw prof Harwell Wells and
includes chapters by leading experts. Read the intro & chapter 1 free:
https://t.co/wmAaeO

However, after a book has been published and available on the market for a long time a
publisher might mention a title and its relationship to a significant award:
•

Congrats to Kazuo Ishiguro on the #NobelLiteraturePrize Check out our book 'Ishiguro
and Memory' here: https://t.co/x7bTuUu5Ui

•

Congratulations to William Balée on receiving a 2019 Guggenheim Fellowship! Find his
Routledge title here: https://t.co/Ag4Jsye8Ue @GuggFellows #Anthropology
https://t.co/eOAWGdHVCG

A publisher may also want to mention a particular book's new form of availability (e.g.,
paperback edition) or mention a title that has been available for some time, and will be sold at
a discount:
•
•

Neoliberalism, Media and the Political' now out in low priced paperback!
https://t.co/B6glRpXL0T
Today's #DailyDeal 'A Neurophenomenology of Awe and Wonder' for £/$/€ 9.99 only!
Get the eBook now https://t.co/IaQl9zGBNp https://t.co/WlQBCPDFUO

Publisher tweets, 'other' tweets, and re-tweets
Figures 7 and 8 present scatterplots for publisher tweets based on type and tweets by other
Twitter users. The Spearman's correlation for commercial publisher tweets and tweets by
other Twitter accounts is weak, but significant (rho = .265; p < 0.01). The correlation
between university press tweets and other Twitter accounts is also weak, but significant (rho
= 286, p < 0.01).
What the graphs show is that when a publisher is involved in book publicity on Twitter, there
is a similar level of attention to that book from other Twitter accounts. As publisher tweets
increase, so do tweets from other users. Thus, in order to determine if there is a direct cause
and effect behind this relationship we investigate further the extent to which a publisher, who
makes an initial tweet, is more likely to receive a re-tweet, than if tweets are initiated by
'other' Twitter users.
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Figure 7. Commercial Publishers

Figure 8. University Presses

In our analysis of re-tweets, we used an independent samples Mann-Whitney U Test. The
independent groups for the analysis included tweets initiated only by publishers and tweets
initiated only by 'others'. The result showed no evidence to support the null hypothesis,
which is that the distribution of re-tweets is the same (U=193673.0, N1=625, N2=1089, p =
.00, two-tailed). Note from Figure 9 that if a publisher had made the first tweet about one of
the books from our BKCI dataset (Y=Yes), it was more likely to receive NO re-tweets, or at
most, only one re-tweet.

Figure 9. Re-tweet distributions for publisher initiation (Y) versus no initiation (N).
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Tweet content and categories of 'conversation'
The focus of our last analysis was on the levels and categories of 'conversation' that took
place between book publishers and 'other' Twitter users. Again, the “@” symbol is often
used to directly address one or more Twitter users, and start a conversation at an individual
level. The presence of the hashtag “#” symbol, followed by a phrase or keyword is used to
flag topics, and both categorize and support the easy retrieval of posts (Haustein, 2016).
A Spearman's rho was used to compare the frequency of @-symbols used in tweets by
'others' versus tweet's made by publishers. The same was carried out for the frequency of #symbols used in tweets by 'others' versus the tweets by publishers. All tweets were original
mentions, and did not include re-tweets. The results indicate a significant positive
association for both groups in terms @-symbol use (rs (df) = .551, p < .01) and #-symbol use
(rs (df) =.605, p < .01). This means that publishers are just as likely as 'other 'Twitter users to
target individuals at a conversational level (@) as well as signal topic communities (#) when
they tweet about books (see Figure 10).

Figure 10. Frequency scatterplots for other versus publisher use of @ and #-symbol.
A full analysis of both the @-mentions and the #-terms was carried out, utilizing the software
programme NVivo. First, we extracted a distinct set (n=957) of original publisher tweets
where both, or at least one of the symbols had been used in tweets for unique book titles.
Each title had received at least one tweet from a publisher, but, some had been tweeted more
than once. Thus, in addition to using the # and @-symbols, we found that repetition was
sometimes employed as promotional tactic. For example:
•

#OpenAccess book #Happiness is the Wrong Metric offers a persuasive argument that
speaks to politics today from Europe to the United States to Australia, the author offers a
compelling vision of hope. https://t.co/18CgXeARGm https://t.co/eJEjHxfZ83

•

#OpenAccess book #Happiness is the Wrong Metric - A Liberal Communitarian
Response to Populism is a must read for all readers concerned about the future of Western
liberal democracy. https://t.co/hAIn8z9nCr https://t.co/opKvwwim7D
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•

#OpenAccess book #Happiness is the Wrong Metric is a must read for all readers
concerned about the future of Western liberal democracy. https://t.co/2t7BycUszH
https://t.co/5ZrEpA7Z

The set of 957 original tweets were imported as a text file into NVivo, where each @mention and #-term were searched and coded separately. A total of 4,277 terms with #symbols were coded and transformed into a list of the top 1000 most frequently used terms,
including word stems (e.g., #sustainable was identified in reference to both #sustainable as
well as #sustainability). Similarily, a total of 1724 @-mentions were coded and transformed
into a second frequency list of n=638. Of the 638 @-mentions, we found that 14 did not have
an associated Twitter account, thus may not exist or may have been used in error.
In terms of hashtags, it was clear that #openaccess was used most frequently, having been
used repeatedly 107 times in our dataset of publisher tweets, followed by other terms, such as
#dailydeal (93), #seriesoftheweek (51), and #free (46) (Figure 8). Each of the hash-tagged
terms were also re-coded in NVivo for the purpose of identifying broader categories (see
Figure 11). The broader categories were define as follows:
1. Topic: a subject of interest (e.g.,
2. Promotional (General): a general tag used to promote the book (e.g., #outnow,
#nowpublished, #humanitieshighlight)
3. Promotional (Event): to promote a book alongside a special event (e.g.,
#womenshistorymonth, #nationalpoetryday)
4. Promotional (Type): to promote a particular type of book (e.g., #ebook, #textbook,
#handbook)
5. Discipline: a book pertaining to research discipline (e.g., #philosophy, #socialsciences,
#history, #humanities)
6. Abbreviation: a book associated with an abbreviated event, often a conference (eg.,
#bscconf2017, #aare2018)
7. Region: a country of interest or region related to a book (e.g., #china, #latinamerica,
#europe, #northernireland)
8. Self-reference: a publisher's reference to itself (e.g., #elgaronline, #springerlaw,
#publishedbypalgrave)
9. Accessibility: a book that is free, or available as open access (i.e., #free, #openaccess)
10. Name: a book relevant to a famous figure, who is not likely to have a Twitter account
(e.g., #tolkien, #plato, #karlmarx)
11. Audience: a book that is relevant to target groups (e.g., #teachers, #students,
#professors, #schoolpsychs)
12. Language: a book that is relevant to a specific language (e.g., #english, #chinese,
#spanish_
13. Date/Time: a particular year or time period (e.g., #2020 #1960s, #100years)
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With the assigned categories we can observe more specifically how publishers mention books
on Twitter. Note that this is accomplished largely through the use of topic-based hashtags,
but there are also some unique tag types that are promotional. The category 'promotional' in
Figure 12 is therefore a merger of three hashtag categories: one pertains to general
promotional terms, the second is in relation to an event, and the third pertains to book type.
NVivo is a useful software for identifying these categories, because it enabled us to observe
how hash-tagged terms are used in context.
For example, the following tweet uses #jewishheritagemonth as a Twitter hashtag in order to
promote a particular history book: Hasidism by David Biale et al. is the first comprehensive
history of the pietistic movement that shaped modern Judaism https://t.co/Je2PxHVeOy
#jewishamericanheritagemonth https://t.co/PoRm9RgOui

Figure 11. Frequency distribution of hashtag use by publishers from n=957 original tweets.
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Figure 12. Publisher hashtags coded by category and frequency of term use. Bubble area
reflects the count of hashtags for each category.

Publishers frequently use abbreviations in their hashtags, and this often occurs in relation to
their presence at conferences, or desire to appeal to conference attendees. Here we see an
example from Oxford University Press (OUP Philosophy): If you're at the APA Eastern
conference in New York City today, join OUP author Clare Chambers, from 11:30am (EST)
for an author-meets-critics session on her book, 'Against Marriage' #politicalphilosophy
#APAEastern19.
In Figure 13, we show the categories of @-symbols used by publishers. The @-mentions
target specific user accounts, and whilst the majority refer to individuals, universities or
university departments, many directly mention the author(s) or editor(s) of the book, as well
as an institute or network of institutes, an association or society, a blog, a publisher or
specific journal, or a news outlet.
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Figure 13. @-mentions coded by category and sum of mentions. Bubble area reflects count
of @-mentions for that category.

If an author of a book has a Twitter account, an @mention may be included with the
publisher's tweet, just to inform the individual his/her book is being promoted.
•

Check out "The Political Economy and Media Coverage of the European Economic
Crisis" by @JulienMercille https://t.co/PxhaKl5KTg #irish #econ

Twitter mentions to an author can also occur in the case of alerts to new book reviews. Note
that the London School of Economics maintains a few different blogs, one of which is used
for book reviews. A Palgrave tweet indicates a review of Azrini Wahidi's book:
•

@LSEReviewBooks reviews Ex-Combatants, Gender and Peace in #NorthernIreland
https://t.co/cJPKxJIbNl; https://t.co/upn73PzLGb @AzriniWahidi.

The news outlet Inside Higher Ed has a Twitter account, and in the following example, it
receives a targeted mention by Edward Elgar publishing:
•

NEW! Global Regionalisms and Higher Education, read chapter 1 free on elgaronline
https://t.co/4h4P9oOKnI @GESF_UoB @insidehighered.
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Another tweet by Palgrave shows an intent to promote the editors of a book titled
Colonization, Piracy, and Trade in Early Modern Europe. The Roles of Powerful Women and
Queens:
•

#TheYearInBooks This collection from @DrEstellePrnq @clairejowitt & Nate Probasco
hit the shelves this August. It centers on women in the history of early modern foreign
affairs https://t.co/1838VZHLBD https://t.co/LJcKkqfNFd.

4. Conclusion
Our results show that scholarly book publishers have a considerable presence on Twitter, and
whilst University presses and Commercial publishers are almost equal in terms of holding a
Twitter account, commercial publishers are more likely to create multiple accounts relevant
to specific fields/subjects. Commerical publisher also tend to produce more tweets.
Just as the percentage of tweets overall pertaining to books are rising, so is the twitter activity
of publishers. Titles concerning educational, political, historical, or sociological tend to be
tweeted more often, with certain commercial publishers like Palgrave, Springer, Routledge,
and Edward Elgar leading the publicity charge, including also the University of California
Press. Information of this nature may be useful to academics who are not only interested in
selecting a publisher according to specialization or reputation, but also based on its approach
to promoting new titles.
There are; however, two limitations to this study. The first is that we have in fact worked
with a limited sample size, thus we acknowledge that we have not identified all publishers
that are active on Twitter. Their tweets may not have been tracked by Altmetric.com or they
may not have had books that were indexed in the BKCI database.
The second limitation is that we present no evidence to suggest that books promoted on
Twitter are cited more frequently than those that are not. What we do show is that when a
publisher is enaged in or part of a series of tweets pertaining to its own books, as opposed to
not engaged, there is a corresponding similar level of twitter activity by others, and the
overall twitter activity surrounding that book lasts for a longer period. Yet, the first tweet of
a publisher does not necessarily guarantee that it will be re-tweeted. It is more the case that
when 'other' users of Twitter mention the title, that there are re-tweets. We suggest that this
may be due to the content of the publisher tweets, in comparison to the 'others'.
Based on our examination of hashtag uses, we found that commercial publishers often use
twitter to 'sell' a book, for instance, as part of a 'daily deal' or to highlight the book's topic as a
new product rather than tweeting to start a 'conversation'. As seen in previous work (i.e.
Boyd et al., 2010) the re-tweet as 'conversation' has a purpose. Thus, it seems that publishers
rarely instigate a need for any 'public interplay' of voices, or shared discussion surrounding a
promotional Tweet. On the other hand, 'others' who tweet and receive re-tweets are probably
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evoking a greater discussion pertaining to the topic of the book. We also see that some
publishers employ early pre-publication promotional strategies (sometimes in coordination
with the book's author) for selling purposes. It is more common; however, for a publisher to
promote a title after publication, even several months after a first printing, when the book is
relevant to an upcoming event, conference, or special calendar period (e.g.,
#jewishamericanheritagemonth).
Open Access plays a significant role in how books are promoted on twitter, with
'#openaccess' appearing as the most frequently used hashtagged term in publisher tweets.
Routledge, for instance, is a commercial publisher, which offers authors an option to choose a
gold-OA model to make their books openly available "either in advance of publication or
retrospectively after publication" (Routledge, 2020). Twitter is therefore useful for posting
links to open access books in full, if not selected chapters.
In this vein, there is much more to discover concerning the re-tweeting and diffusion patterns
of open access book chapters. Recent research, focusing on a very small number of open
access biology articles has shown "varying patterns of diffusion over time", but confirms that
"the reach of these papers rarely extended beyond the same users who form a well-connected
community" (Alperin et al., 2018, p. 14). It may or may not be the case that openly available
book chapters show a similar restrictiveness in community reach. Scholarly books, even
when classified according to a specific topic, often contain information and insights for
varied and diverse communities. Publishers on Twitter, and the authors that they represent,
therefore have a clear impetus to be quite strategic when selecting and promoting open access
book chapters.
An increased use of Twitter by publishers also means that they might intentionally or even
unintentionally manipulate tweets. If a publisher posts one tweet concerning a book, it may
be considered a standard marketing or promotion tactic, but if the same publisher tweets
about a specific book repeatedly (or employs a bot), it might be engaging in intentional
manipulation. This behaviour has implications for the online visibility and use of books. For
instance, it can affect in particular how evaluators choose to focus on, or employ usage
counts in research evaluation systems. Further in-depth analyses are needed concerning more
aspects of publishers' Twitter engagement, relative to other metrics, and with different types
of Altmetrics providers (e.g., PlumX as well as Altmetric.com). PlumX, for example, is an
alternative altmetric provider which provides usage statistics, as well as social media
mentions. Overall, it is also clear that in order to capture and identify books via social media
platforms, there is a need for books to be published and indexed/registered (in commercial as
well as national databases) more consistently and frequently with DOIs.
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